
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D’oni Tucker  

PASL Crimson  

Tide Cheer  
Petersburg, VA 

What are youWhat are youWhat are youWhat are you    
    looking forward looking forward looking forward looking forward     
to this season?to this season?to this season?to this season?    
The excitement  

with it being my first  
competition!        

What was the most fun What was the most fun What was the most fun What was the most fun     
about your summer about your summer about your summer about your summer     

training?training?training?training?    
Learning how to cheer  

and meeting new teammates!  

What do you want to be when you grow up?What do you want to be when you grow up?What do you want to be when you grow up?What do you want to be when you grow up?    
I want to be a teacher. 

Game solution at www.hollacheerdancemagazine.com/get-featured.html 

ItItItIt’’’’s fs fs fs fall harvest time.  How many fruits and all harvest time.  How many fruits and all harvest time.  How many fruits and all harvest time.  How many fruits and 

vegetables vegetables vegetables vegetables are there to pick?are there to pick?are there to pick?are there to pick?    My Flipping Yaya  
By Yonce Daniels  

My Flipping Yaya is told  
through the eyes of a young  
child named Zuri, who is  
fascinated with her  
grandmother, who she calls  
Yaya, being able to flip. She is captivated with the 
way Yaya tumbles at home and at work. Zuri 
wants to do all the things her Yaya does and she 
tries really hard. Even though she doesn't get it 
quite right, her Yaya always encourages her to 
never give up.  

Available at Amazon.com, www.xlibris.com and  
www.barnesandnoble.com.  

 

“Fall seven times, stand up eight!

Loghan Porter  

Metro Cheer and  

Dance  
Livonia MI 

What do you What do you What do you What do you     
want to be when want to be when want to be when want to be when     

you grow up?you grow up?you grow up?you grow up?    
I want to be like my  
big cousin, Maddie!  
She is an awesome  

cheerleader! 

What is your favorite What is your favorite What is your favorite What is your favorite     
thing about cheer?thing about cheer?thing about cheer?thing about cheer?    

I get to jump, flip, and cheer with  
my friends and big cousin. I also love music, and 

love my family coming to watch me. 

If you could not cheerIf you could not cheerIf you could not cheerIf you could not cheer,,,,    what sport would you do?what sport would you do?what sport would you do?what sport would you do?    
Track, because I’m really fast! 

I would be a gymnast because I love to tumble.

What do you want to be when you grow up?What do you want to be when you grow up?What do you want to be when you grow up?What do you want to be when you grow up?
I want to be a police officer to help and protect 

Visit bit.ly/LilHOLLA 

 

 

Fall seven times, stand up eight!” 

Japanese Proverb 

Mikell Rhea 

Cougars  

Competitive  

Cheer 
Washington, DC 

What is your What is your What is your What is your     
favorite thing favorite thing favorite thing favorite thing     
about cheer?about cheer?about cheer?about cheer?    

I can cheer, dance,  
and tumble. I used to be  

really shy. Now I am more  
confident.  

If you could not cheer, If you could not cheer, If you could not cheer, If you could not cheer,     
what sport would you do?what sport would you do?what sport would you do?what sport would you do?    

I would be a gymnast because I love to tumble. 

What do you want to be when you grow up?What do you want to be when you grow up?What do you want to be when you grow up?What do you want to be when you grow up?    
I want to be a police officer to help and protect 

people. 
    


